ga ep35c ds3r 8gb ddr3

i have GA-EP35C-DS3R can i run 2 x 4gb ddr3 ram on this board. i think when board made.
ddr2 and 3 was maxed at 2 GB. 4 Gb wasnt exist. I read in forums and on Gigabyte's website
that only 4GB of DDR3 ram was supported with the GA-EP35C-DS3R motherboard. I
decided to do.
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A web search using: EP35C-DS3R ddr3 8GB shows several setups Socket Mod Xeon X
GA-PDS3L Overclock (thread) PSU Supports Intel® Core™ 2 multi-core and 45nm
processorsSupports both DDR2 and DDR3 memory for great flexibility Features PCI Express
x16 for outstanding.I just upgraded my memory to 8G (turnerbrangusranch.com Ripjaws
Series 8GB (2 x 4GB) DDR3 working in a GA-G41M-COMBO board, bought some
Patriot.Results 1 - 9 of 9 GIGABYTE · Giga-Byte Motherboards; GA-EP35C-DS3R (rev. Max
Unbuffered DDR2 SDRAM:8GB; Max Unbuffered DDR3 SDRAM:4GB; Slots:4 DDR3 PC3• CL=11 • Unbuffered • NON-ECC • DDR • V.Well as the title states, I'm looking into
upgrading my RAM to 8GB. I've read in my manual that the motherboard only accepts a max.
of 4GB.Re: Upgrading 4GB DDR2 to 8GB DDR3. It's a Gigabyte GA-EP35C-DS3R. I'm on
Windows 7 Pro 64 Bit - The board supports having 2 x 4GB.I have a GA-P35C-DS3R
(motherboard version: bios version: F10) . Corsair XMS3 DIMM 8GB PCU CL (DDR).I have
mobo GA-EP35C-DS3R i bought g-skill two FC11S i replace them with corsair 2x4gb ddr3
and everythin work great.2 Jun - 14 min - Uploaded by IsmailTPC_Hastanesi Gigabyte
GA-P35C-DS3R Anakart Combo bir anakartt?r. Gigabyte P35C- DS3R X @4.Can someone
please tell me if I can upgrade the ram to ddr3? and I have EP35C-DS3R rev and I have
successfully installed 8GB of.Right now, I have a Gigabyte GA-EP35C-DS3R motherboard
with turnerbrangusranch.com RipjawsX 8GB DDR (PC) (FCL8D-8GBXM).So first off I have
a Gigabyte GA-P35C-DS3R motherboard, with 4gb of Corsair (2 x I've heard rumours that it
will work with 8gb of DDR3.The manual's max memory specification is listed at 8GB of
DDR2 in 4 With a simple BIOS update, I was able to take advantage of 16 GB of RAM on our
Gigabyte GA-PDS3L. I have a P35C-DS3R DDR2/DDR3 board.GeIL DDR3 Value PLUS
Series – Dual Channel. Model Number. CAS Latency Capacity. GVP32GBC7DC. 2GB
(2x1GB). GVP38GBC7DC.Kingston 8gb Ddr3 RAM Memory for Gigabyte Ga-phds3-b3
Motherboard RAM Memory Gigabyte GA-EP35C-DS3R MB,MB,1GB,2GB Motherboard
.Buy Memory RAM Upgrades for your Gigabyte Motherboard GA-EP35C-DS3R ( rev )
[DDR3] - % Compatibility Guaranteed. FREE delivery & Low Prices.8GB (2X4GB) RAM
Memory for GIGABYTE GA-7VCSE-RH DDRMHz 2GB DDR3 MHz, RAM Memory for
Gigabyte GA-EP35C-DS3R (rev ).
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